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ABSTRACT
ε Lupi A is a binary system consisting of two main sequence early B-type stars Aa and Ab in
a short period, moderately eccentric orbit. The close binary pair is the only doubly-magnetic
massive binary currently known. Using photometric data from the BRITE-Constellation we
identify a modest heartbeat variation. Combining the photometry with radial velocities of
both components we determine a full orbital solution including empirical masses and radii.
These results are compared with stellar evolution models as well as interferometry and the
differences discussed. We also find additional photometric variability at several frequencies,
finding it unlikely these frequencies can be caused by tidally excited oscillations. We do,
however, determine that these signals are consistent with gravity mode pulsations typical for
slowly pulsating B stars. Finally we discuss how the evolution of this system will be affected
by magnetism, determining that tidal interactions will still be dominant.
Key words: Stars: massive – Stars : rotation – Stars: magnetic fields – Stars: binaries –
Instrumentation : spectropolarimetry
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1 INTRODUCTION
ε Lupi is a multiple system consisting of ε Lupi Aa and Ab, a dou-
ble lined spectroscopic binary (SB) with two early B-type compo-
nents and a distant tertiary companion ε Lupi B with a separation of
≈ 0.2′′. The orbit of the A-B system, first derived by Zirm (2007),
has a period of 740 yrs. ε Lupi B1 was initially resolved in 1883 by
Ralph Copeland (See 1897). However, outside of relative light con-
tribution, little is known about the B component specifically. ε Lupi
A (heretofore referred to as ε Lupi), by contrast, has been well stud-
ied, with first evidence of its binarity found by Moore (1911). It was
later confirmed to be a double-lined SB by Thackeray (1970) with
a period of 4.56 d and component spectral types identified as B3IV
and B3V.
Modern analyses of the components’ spectra and their RV mo-
tions yield results in qualitative agreement with those of Thackeray
(1970): ε Lupi is a B2V/B3V SB2 in an eccentric (e = 0.28) or-
bit with a period of 4.56 d (e.g. Uytterhoeven et al. 2005). Some
evidence has been presented that one or both of the components
exhibits β Cep pulsations (Uytterhoeven et al. 2005).
Hubrig et al. (2009) reported a magnetic field in the combined
spectrum of this system, a result subsequently confirmed by Shultz
et al. (2012). Using deep, high-resolution ESPADOnS spectropo-
larimetry ε Lupi acquired as part of the Binarity and Magnetic In-
teractions in various classes of Stars (BinaMIcS) survey (Alecian
et al. 2015), Shultz et al. (2015) reported the presence of surface
magnetic fields in the primary and secondary of 200 G and 100
G, respectively. As the only known “doubly-magnetic” early-type
binary system ε Lupi is a unique object of particular interest for
understanding the origin and evolution of the magnetic fields of hot
stars and their interactions in such compact systems (e.g. Mathis
et al. 2014).
What has been absent in the study of the ε Lupi system is time-
series photometry. The nature of this system makes it likely to ex-
hibit variable broadband flux, potentially on a variety of timescales.
The components are suspected to be β Cep pulsators, correspond-
ing to variability on a timescale of hours (Please see Struve 1955;
Lesh & Aizenman 1978; Sterken & Jerzykiewicz 1993, for more
information on β Cep pulsators). In some B-type stars magnetic
fields stabilise atmospheric motions and allow the accumulation of
non-uniform abundance distributions of various chemical elements
(e.g. Alecian & Vauclair 1981; Alecian et al. 2011; Alecian 2015;
Stift & Alecian 2016). Such structures commonly introduce photo-
metric variability modulated by rotation (e.g. Pedersen & Thomsen
1977; Pedersen 1979; Jagelka et al. 2019); if chemical spots are
present on ε Lupi this modulation would likely be on a timescale
of days (Uytterhoeven et al. 2005). Magnetic fields may also chan-
nel radiatively-driven stellar winds, confining wind plasma to pro-
duce co-rotating magnetospheres (e.g. ud-Doula & Owocki 2002;
Townsend & Owocki 2005). The magnetospheric plasma may oc-
cult the star and scatter starlight, modulating the systemic bright-
ness on the rotational timescale (e.g. Townsend 2008; Townsend
et al. 2013). Magnetospheres can also be dramatically altered by or-
bital interactions (Shultz et al. 2018a). Finally, in a close binary sys-
tem like ε Lupi, photometric variability on orbital timescales is pos-
sible, through eclipses, tidal interaction and (potentially) mass and
cal University of Graz, the University of Innsbruck, the Canadian Space
Agency (CSA), the University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Stud-
ies (UTIAS), the Foundation for Polish Science & Technology (FNiTP
MNiSW), and National Science Centre (NCN).
1 The A-B system is often referred to in the literature as COP 2.
Table 1. BRITE observations of ε Lupi. The first two capital letters of the
satellite moniker represent the satellite name, UniBRITE (UB), BRITE-
Austria (BA), BRITE-Lem (BL), and BRITE-Toronto (BT), while the last
lower case letter represents the filter, red (r) or blue (b). The quoted error
(RMS) is per satellite orbital mean, in parts per thousand (ppt).
Field Name Satellite Duration (d) Duty Cycle (%) RMS (ppt)
Centaurus I UBr 145 67 1.84
BAb 131 25 1.62
BTr 6 64 0.41
Scorpius I BLb 117 60 5.1
energy transfer effects (Fuller & Lai 2012, and references therein)
2.
In this paper, we provide an in depth analysis of the photomet-
ric variability present in the ε Lupi system, using data mainly from
the BRIght Target Explorer (BRITE) Constellation (Weiss et al.
2014). We start by characterizing ε Lupi B and understanding its
contribution to the overall flux of the system (Sect. 3). We follow
this by characterizing the source of the orbital variation seen, de-
termining it is due to the heartbeat effect. Using this heartbeat in
combination with radial velocities we produce a full empirical so-
lution of the ε Lupi A system and compare these results with inter-
ferometric and stellar evolution models (Sect. 4). Then we under-
take a full frequency analysis, discussing the role tidal oscillations
may play in this system (Sect. 5). Finally, we explore the effect that
magnetism could have had in the system’s evolution (Sect. 6).
2 OBSERVATIONS
2.1 Photometry
Nine months of high-precision, two-colour photometry of ε Lupi
were obtained by the BRITE constellation of satellites during two
separate observational campaigns between March of 2014 and Au-
gust of 2015 by UniBRITE (UBr), BRITE-Austria (BAb), BRITE
Lem (BLb), and BRITE Toronto (BTr) (see Tab. 1 for a complete
summary). The raw images from the satellites were processed us-
ing the pipeline outlined by Popowicz (2016) and Popowicz et al.
(2017). While the pipeline effectively mitigates many of the issues
associated with BRITE photometry such as hot pixels (Pablo et al.
2016), the reduced photometry remains strongly imprinted with in-
strumental trends. These systematics are effectively identified and
removed via decorrelation, i.e. correcting the dependence of the
measured flux on different instrumental parameters such as CCD
temperature and x/y position of the stellar profile within the raster.
This was carried out in a manner similar to that outlined by Pigul-
ski et al. (2016). An additional decorrelation mitigating the impact
of temperature on the point-spread function (PSF) was applied ac-
cording to the procedure outlined by Buysschaert et al. (2017). Fi-
nally the data were then binned on the satellite’s orbital period and
the RMS errors calculated within each orbit. As all the frequencies
we are concerned with are well below the Nyquist frequency of the
binned data (≈ 7d−1) this allows us to reduce scatter and achieve
smaller uncertainties. The average RMS error per satellite orbital
mean, after processing, are reported for each satellite in Tab. 1.
2 In fact, the (variable) proximity of the two components of ε Lupi led
Shultz et al. (2015) to speculate that their magnetospheres and overlapping
Alfven radii may undergo reconnection events during their orbit.
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Additional corrections were applied on a per dataset basis to
further enhance analysis efforts. All datasets had long term trends
removed using a LOWESS filter (Cleveland 1979) as well as sigma
clipping (typically 3σ) to remove strong outliers. Data from both
blue filter satellites required more attention, which is detailed in
Sect. 5.1. Finally, while the BTr data are of the highest quality,
they were taken only as part of a commissioning run and the short
baseline is sufficient for neither binary nor frequency analysis.
In addition, we also made use of data from the Solar Mass
Ejection Imager (SMEI) (Jackson et al. 2004) spanning the years
2003 to 2010. While the errors on the individual SMEI data points
are much higher than BRITE, with an average point to point error of
≈ 9 parts per thousand (ppt), the much longer time baseline makes
the data valuable for frequency determination and stability consid-
erations. Therefore we use the SMEI data to supplement BRITE in
our Fourier analysis.
2.2 ESPaDOnS spectroscopy
ESPaDOnS is a high-resolution (λ/∆λ ∼ 65, 000) spectropolarime-
ter installed at the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT). It ac-
quires echelle spectra covering the spectral region from 369.3 to
1048 nm across 40 spectral orders. A spectropolarimetric observa-
tion consists of 4 sub-exposures corresponding to different orien-
tations of the instrument’s polarimetric optics, yielding 4 unpolar-
ized intensity (Stokes I) spectra, one circularly polarized (Stokes
V) spectrum, and two diagnostic null (N) spectra. The reduction
of ESPaDOnS data and extraction of the polarized spectra via the
CFHT’s dedicated Libre-Esprit+Upena pipeline is discussed in de-
tail by Wade et al. (2016).
Observations of ε Lupi were acquired by the Magnetism in
Massive Stars (MiMeS); (Wade et al. 2016) and Binarity and Mag-
netic interactions in various classes of Stars (BinaMIcS); (Alecian
et al. 2015) Large Programs, as well as a PI program3. A total
of 91 Stokes V spectropolarimetric sequences were obtained on
14 nights, with between 4 and 11 sequences obtained each night.
Of these, the data acquired during 10 nights have been published
(Shultz et al. 2015). The 4 additional nights of data were obtained
in the same fashion as the observation obtained on 2015-04-09, i.e.
several closely spaced observations were obtained using a uniform
sub-exposure time of 65 s, spanning approximately 1 hr. Due to
the close temporal spacing of these data, there is essentially no ra-
dial velocity (RV) variation between sub-exposures. Therefore the
data obtained during each night were combined to yield a single
high-quality spectrum with a peak per-pixel signal-to-noise ratio
S/N∼5000 in the final co-added Stokes V spectra.
RVs were measured using a two-step process identical to that
of Wade et al. (2017). First, synthetic two-component line profiles
were fit to the Si iii 455.3 nm line using the tool described by Grun-
hut et al. (2017). In the second step, the first set of RVs were used to
initialize the disentangling of the Si iii 455.3 nm line profiles using
essentially the method outlined in Gonza´lez & Levato (2006), with
the refinement that the RVs were re-measured at each iteration of
the disentangling process using the centre-of-gravity method. Un-
certainties were estimated to be ∼ 5 km s−1 . The measured ES-
PaDOnS RVs are given in Table 2.
3 Program code CFHT14AC010.
Table 2. Radial velocity (RV) measurements from ESPaDOnS data. RVP
and RVS are velocities of the primary and secondary component respec-
tively. φorb are computed using the ephemeris corresponding to the 3 LC
solution (see Table 3). Uncertainties are estimated to be about 5 km s−1 .
HJD Date φorb RVP RVS
−2450000 (km s−1 ) (km s−1 )
5634.15385 2011-03-13 0.8116 −13.0 11.0
5727.81171 2011-06-15 0.3522 −24.9 30.9
6756.96216 2014-04-09 0.0606 61.9 −76.6
6760.95725 2014-04-13 0.9368 25.0 −30.8
6816.85240 2014-06-08 0.1954 37.2 −46.1
6821.87067 2014-06-13 0.2960 −9.8 12.1
6822.89135 2014-06-14 0.5199 −42.6 48.3
6824.87508 2014-06-16 0.9549 30.7 −36.2
6819.86772 2014-06-11 0.8567 3.0 −2.2
7122.02504 2015-04-09 0.1245 64.2 −79.4
7199.81289 2015-06-26 0.1845 45.0 −50.0
7201.81305 2015-06-28 0.6232 −35.0 45.0
7228.75673 2015-07-25 0.5323 −41.3 48.0
7230.78974 2015-07-27 0.9782 38.5 −43.9
2.3 VLTI interferometry
ε Lupi was observed by the PIONIER4 instrument from the Very
Large Telescope Interferometer (Haguenauer et al. 2010) on 2014-
06-09 and 2014-06-10.PIONIER combined the four 1.8m Auxil-
iary Telescopes in the H-band with a spectral resolution of R=15.
Each observation consists of the standard Calibration-Science-
Calibration sequence. On such a bright target, the SNR (∼50) is
limited by the calibration accuracy even with the short 5min inte-
gration on target. Data were reduced and calibrated with the pndrs5
package (Le Bouquin et al. 2011). These observations spatially re-
solved the spectroscopic binary and are listed in Table 4.
3 ε Lupi B
In order to characterize the inner binary it is important to under-
stand contributions from the tertiary component ε Lupi B. The B
companion contributes to 20% of the V-band flux (Rizzuto et al.
2013)) and is expected to be at ≈200 mas at the time of the PIO-
NIER observation(Mason et al. 2015). At this separation, it is ex-
pected to appear as a fully resolved component because it is wider
than the interferometric field of view (FOV) (about 50 mas, de-
fined by the baseline lengths and our low spectral resolution) but
still within the photometric FOV as defined by Duvert et al. (2017)
(about 250 mas, defined by the diffraction of the 1.8m telescopes).
Our PIONIER interferometric observations indeed clearly reveal a
third, fully resolved component contributing 17 ± 3% of the total
H-band flux (see Sect.5.3). This is curious as such a significant con-
tribution should be detectable in the stellar spectrum, yet no such
signature has been reported (e.g. Uytterhoeven et al. 2005).
The high flux ratio of the B component motivated a re-
examination of the ESPaDOnS dataset. One possible explanation
for the failure to detect ε Lupi B would be if the star has a very
large v sin i , since in this case its line profile would be difficult to
4 http://ipag.osug.fr/pionier
5 http://www.jmmc.fr/pndrs
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distinguish from the continuum. To explore this possibility, Least-
Squares Deconvolution (LSD) profiles were extracted using a cus-
tom atomic line mask from the Vienna Atomic Line Database
(VALD3; Piskunov et al. 1995; Ryabchikova et al. 1997; Kupka
et al. 1999, 2000; Ryabchikova et al. 2015) using a line list ex-
tracted for a 20 kK, log g = 4.0 star. The line mask was prepared
by removing all lines overlapping with the wings of H or He lines;
lines in spectral regions contaminated with telluric lines, and lines
with depths less than 10% below the continuum.
LSD profiles were extracted using a velocity range of
±600 km s−1 , and a velocity pixel of 7.2 km s−1 . Fig. 1 shows 4 rep-
resentative LSD profiles with orbital phases matching as closely as
possible 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75. There is a clear depression in the
continuum between approximately ± 250 km s−1 . This depression
was not noticed before as the velocity width of ±300 km s−1 used by
Shultz et al. (2012, 2015) is similar to the width of the depression.
The LSD profiles were fit with a 3-component model using the
parameterized routine described by Grunhut et al. (2017), which si-
multaneously determines v sin i , RV, and EW ratios of the line pro-
files. Fig. 1 shows fits for Aa, Ab, B, and the combined line profiles
using the best-fit parameters from the full ESPaDOnS dataset. The
routine yielded v sin i = 260 ± 12 km s−1 for the broad-lined com-
ponent, and indicated that it contributes about 25% of the total EW
of the line profile. The EW ratio is compatible with the expected
flux ratio from interferometry and photometry, suggesting that the
broad-lined component is indeed the spectroscopic signature of ε
Lupi B. The broad-lined component’s RV is 16 ± 9 km s−1 , and is
consistent with no variation over both short and long timescales.
An attempt was made to isolate the contribution of the broad-
lined star using line masks optimized for lower Teff . However in all
cases the results were inferior to those obtained with the 20 kK line
mask. This suggests that the B component in fact has a Teff similar
to that of the Ab component, as would be expected if it contributes
a similar amount of flux to the total light. This would make the
star a early B star. The very high v sin i could be compatible with a
classical Be star. However, as there is no emission detectable in Hα
or any other line, nor has emission ever been reported, it is more
likely a Bn star, i.e. a non-emission line, rapidly-rotating B-type
star similar to a classical Be star (see e.g. Rivinius et al. 2013).
The very high v sin i of ε Lupi B suggests that its rotational
axis is not aligned with the orbital axis of the Aab system, since its
radius is presumably similar to that of ε Lupi Ab. Given that the
star is a wide binary, with an orbit of several decades, this is not
unexpected.
While ε Lupi B contributes a significant amount of light to
the integrated flux, its contribution to the EW within the line pro-
files of Aa and Ab is very small. Even so, the Teff measurements
made by Shultz et al. (2019) were revisited. EWs for the individ-
ual components were made by fitting the Si ii 634.7 nm and Si iii
455.3 nm line profiles of the components with a 3-star model using
the paramaterized line profile fitting package described by Grun-
hut et al. (2017). The Teff of each component was then determined
from BSTAR2006 synthetic spectra, as described by Shultz et al.
(2019), yielding Teff Aa = 21 ± 1 kK, Teff Ab = 19 ± 1 kK, and
Teff B = 18±2 kK, i.e. the results for the Aab components are essen-
tially unchanged from those obtained assuming a 2-star model. The
result for the B component should however be interpreted with cau-
tion, as while its contribution to Si ii is quite obvious, it is almost
undetectable in Si iii.
The contribution of ε Lupi B to the integrated light in the
BRITE blue and red filters was estimated using synthetic spectra
from the NLTE BSTAR2006 library (Lanz & Hubeny 2007). Since
these spectra extend only to 1000 nm, but the interferometric flux
ratios are in the H-Band with an effective wavelength of 1630 nm,
we first used Planck functions to estimate the corrections for the
different stellar radii in the H-Band by normalizing the respective
Planck functions to the observed flux ratios. These radii corrections
were then applied to BSTAR2006 SEDs to obtain the flux ratios in
the BRITE blue and red filters, using Teff = 21 kK for Aa, 19 kK for
Ab, and 15 to 19 kK for B. The result is that the B component con-
tributes approximately 15% of the light in the blue and red bands,
essentially independent of wavelength within this range. Propaga-
tion of the uncertainties in the interferometric flux ratios yields an
uncertainty of ∼ 10% of the total light, which is larger than the
likely systematic uncertainty from utilizing Planck functions in the
H-Band.
The longitudinal magnetic field measurements 〈Bz〉 performed
by Shultz et al. (2015, 2018b), and used to estimate the Aab com-
ponents’ surface magnetic dipole strengths, should not be affected
by the third light. The very large v sin i of the B component means
that the Aab are blended at all phases in a similar fashion, with
the effect equivalent to the continuum being depressed. In princi-
ple this slightly increases the EW of Stokes I, possibly leading to
an underestimation of 〈Bz〉 and, hence Bd. However, as described
by Shultz et al. (2018b), the Stokes I LSD profiles were renormal-
ized to the local continuum outside the line profiles before mea-
suring 〈Bz〉; thus, the B component’s influence was automatically
accounted for.
4 CHARACTERIZATION OF PHOTOMETRIC
VARIABILITY
Initial inspection of the BRITE light curves showed significant vari-
ability, though the nature of this variation was not easily identifi-
able. A frequency spectrum (FS) of these data (see Figure 2), shows
several well defined peaks, the highest occurring at the known or-
bital frequency. The existence of this peak, while not surprising,
had never before been seen, likely due to its small amplitude. Phas-
ing of the photometry on the binary period shows non-sinusoidal
periodic variability (see top panel of Figure 3).
A critical piece of analysis for this system is determining the
origin of this variability. While there are various potential origins
capable of explaining this variability, we will focus on the three
most probable: magnetism (and rotational modulation), Doppler
boosting, and binarity.
Since the expected magnetic effects are tied to rotation (e.g.
surface chemical abundance spots), the system must be synchro-
nized for magnetism to be the dominant variability source since it
is commensurate with the system’s orbital period. While our spec-
troscopic data do not have the precision necessary to empirically
determine the rotation rates of the Aa and Ab components, we are
able to estimate the synchronization timescale (tsync). For stars with
radiative envelopes like the components of ε Lupi, tsync can be esti-
mated following formula 4.28 from Zahn (1975). Using the known
binary parameters of ε Lupi and typical stellar models for both a
7 M and 10 M primary (also from Zahn 1975) we were able to
obtain reasonable limits on tsync, placing it between 3.6 ×107 and
7.3 ×107 yrs. While this range is relatively large, the lower limit is
still above the age estimate we derived for the system ≈ 1.8 × 107
yrs (see Section 5.2 for more information) making synchronization
unlikely.
Next we explored the idea of Doppler boosting, a relativistic
change in the output of light as a function of the stars’ movement
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2019)
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in our line of sight. The order of this effect can be calculated, fol-
lowing the procedure outlined by Loeb & Gaudi (2003). While this
effect for each star would trace the shape of its velocity curve, the
individual components are photometrically indistinguishable and
the true shape for the system would instead follow the form created
by the addition of the two curves. The variability caused by boost-
ing does mimic the light curve variability seen in ε Lupi . However,
since the two components are similar in mass the calculated am-
plitude is roughly 1 × 10−5 in flux, much too small to account for
observed amplitude which is ≈ 5 × 10−3.
Finally we explored binarity. The shape of the phase-folded
curve which shows increased amplitude at periastron is in line with
the heartbeat phenomenon. This heartbeat is a result of tidal distor-
tion and is normally observed in systems with high eccentricity as
the effect is highly dependent on the distance between the two com-
ponents (Thompson et al. 2012). Since this variability is strongly
dependent on orbital parameters, most notably inclination, its pres-
ence allows for determination of masses and radii without the need
for eclipses. While this effect has been seen in two other massive
binaries (Pablo et al. 2017; Jayasinghe et al. 2018), the modest ec-
centricity of the ε Lupi system makes for a less than ideal candidate
to show this effect. However, as will be demonstrated in Sect. 5.1,
the heartbeat phenomenon not only describes the light curve vari-
ability well, but it is also consistent with the parameters determined
from radial-velocity measurements.
5 A BINARY SOLUTION TO ε Lupi A
The determination of fundamental parameters is a key to under-
standing such a unique binary system. Below we use photomet-
ric, spectroscopic, and interferometric measurements to find em-
pirical values of the system’s parameters and discuss discrepancies
between the results of the different methods used.
5.1 Binary modelling
Due to the long history of observations of ε Lupi we have a
wealth of radial velocity data available. However, using datasets
from different epochs and telescopes requires some initial prepa-
ration. Our RV data come from three distinct sources and time
periods: Thackeray (1970), Uytterhoeven et al. (2005) data from
2003, and ESPaDOnS measurements from 2011 to 2015. First, all
time points without a measurement from both components were re-
moved. These values are often suspect as it implies lines from the
primary and secondary were blended. Next, the data were split by
epoch to avoid issues of apsidal motion. Finally, the 2003 data were
split even further by observatory. Our goal now is two-fold. First
we need to remove any difference in the systemic velocity, as our
binary simulation program cannot account for changes over time.
Second we need well determined errors that are consistent across
all datasets. The first step is to achieve consistency within a given
epoch. To this end, an orbital fit was applied to the Uytterhoeven
et al. (2005) data from both observatories individually using least
squares and a discrepancy of 2.5 km/s in the systemic velocity was
found and removed. Then the same fitting procedure was applied to
each epoch and the errors were re-evaluated for each dataset based
on the scatter of the residuals. Since this fit is dependent on the er-
ror values chosen, the fit was repeated, typically 3 to 4 times, until
there was noticeable change in the value of the errors. Finally, the
three epochs were adjusted to have the same systemic velocity, a
maximum change of roughly 8 km/s.
The BRITE light curves also required specialized treatment
due to the low amplitude of the signal relative to the RMS error.
First, for all three datasets, trends longer than the binary period
were removed using a LOWESS filter (Cleveland 1981). While this
was sufficient in removing all long term variation for UBr, both blue
satellites required more attention. BAb, despite data being taken in
the same run as UBr, struggled to lock on to the target field re-
sulting in two small observation windows of 36 and 18 days with
a gap of over 75 days in between. Even after LOWESS filtering,
the first window had several small gaps and accompanying discon-
tinuities which dominate the variability. Therefore only the last 18
days were used in the fit. The BLb data were centred on a different
observing field, resulting in ε Lupi being on the edge of the CCD
and having only a third the number of counts per observation as
BAb. Since the resultant low signal-to-noise makes detection of the
modest binary signal almost impossible, data quality was of utmost
importance. Therefore, each of the 6 setup files (see Pablo et al.
2016 for an explanation of the significance of these files), was ana-
lyzed individually. One had only about one-fifth of the counts of all
other observations and was removed. Each of the remaining setups
were checked to see if the scatter was small enough for the binary
period to be clearly seen in the FS. This left one nearly continuous
55-day chunk.
With these reductions made to the data we are able to do a full
binary analysis. Because of the disparity in data quality observed
between the photometric datasets we found one solution using all
6 datasets (3LCS) mentioned above, and a second with only the
UBr in combination with the RV datasets (1LCS) (see Table 3). In
each case we used the binary simulation program PHOEBE (Prsˇa
& Zwitter 2005) to create models of all included datasets simul-
taneously. These models were then compared to their respective
datasets using χ2. The sum of these χ2 was used to create sin-
gle value which was then minimized using a Monte Carlo Markov
chain (MCMC) code to probe the parameter space and determine
uncertainties. Our MCMC implementation uses the Python pack-
age emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). As there are dozens of
possible parameters which define a full binary solution it is im-
portant to only choose those which can be well determined from
the given data. This resulted in several values being kept constant.
Specifically, the temperatures of the two components are not well
constrained due to the lack of eclipses and the presence of only two
photometric colours. Additionally, third light was fixed to 15 per-
cent for the BRITE red filter and 13.5 percent for the BRITE blue
filter as determined in Sect. 36. While initially we did attempt to fit
third light contributions, however the fits were not sensitive enough
to the value to provide useful information.
Even with the aforementioned exceptions the fit included a
large parameter space comprised of 14 stellar and orbital parame-
ters. We probed this space using 50 independent chains known as
walkers. After a substantial burn-in to obtain the global minimum,
the individual chains were allowed to walk for over 7000 iterations.
The iterations were only allowed to stop when the parameter space
was both well-sampled and all fit values passed the Gelman-Rubin
criterion for convergence (Gelman & Rubin 1992), i.e. when the in-
chain variance is within 10% of the variance between chains. The
6 Though Sect. 3 quotes 15 percent due to the size of the error in the mea-
surement, we use the actual number derived of 13.5 %. We note though
that the difference of 1.5 % has no bearing on the values of the parameters
derived. When allowed to vary they gave consistent parameters across the
entire range of the uncertainty computed.
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Table 3. Best fit values for ε Lupi A system parameters with ± 2 σ error bars, along side those of Uytterhoven et al. (2005). T0 from that work has been
adjusted slightly at to be in the same orbital cycle as our result for ease of comparison. ω quoted is relative to T0.
3 LC Solution 1 LC Solution Uytterhoven et al. (2005)





−4×10−6 4.55983 ± 1 × 10−5
T0(HJD − 2400000) 39379.8750.024−0.019 39379.8830.016−0.025 39379.90 ± 0.05
i (◦) 18.81.6−1.4 20.2
0.7
−1.9 –
ω (◦) 335.74.8−4.5 334.0
6.5





−0.2 0.8 ± 0.2
e 0.28060.0059−0.0047 0.2821
0.0053
−0.0039 0.272 ± 0.006
q 0.8420.004−0.010 0.8393
0.0064
−0.0072 0.84 ± 0.01
a (R) 31.52.5−2.3 29.5
2.8
−1.0 –
vγ (kms−1) −0.080.22−0.17 −0.030.14−0.21 3 ± 3
Teff (K) 20500 (fixed) 18000 (fixed) 20500 (fixed) 18000 (fixed) – –





















best fit for 3LCS can be seen in Fig. 3 and the best-fit parameters
of both fits are given in Tab. 3 with 2σ error bars. The only val-
ues not included are the passband luminosities for each light curve
dataset, which were included solely for normalization purposes.
While not fit directly, the masses and their corresponding errors we
determined directly from Kepler’s third law using period and semi-
major axis distributions. The differences between our two solutions
are minimal and all values are within errors. The only source of
mild disagreement is with the inclination (and related parameters).
The change in inclination, though small, leads to lower masses for
both ε Lupi A components. Both fits are largely consistent with the
parameters derived in Uytterhoeven et al. (2005). We do measure
a slightly larger apsidal motion and a slightly smaller period. Only
the period does not agree within 2 σ confidence likely meaning that
the error implying that the error on this value is slightly underesti-
mated by this work or Uytterhoeven et al. (2005).
5.2 Stellar parameters from evolutionary models
As a point of comparison to the masses and radii determined via
modeling the heartbeat variation, we also computed stellar parame-
ters from evolutionary models. We adopted the grid of evolutionary
tracks and isochrones calculated by Ekstro¨m et al. (2012) for an
initial rotation fraction of 0.4 of the critical rotation velocity.
Since the luminosities of the two stars cannot be calculated
directly from the system’s V magnitude and distance (since it is
not obvious a priori what their individual contributions are), we in-
stead started from their effective temperatures Teff and surface grav-
ities log g. These quantities were determined by Shultz et al. (2019)
via analysis of the ESPaDOnS spectra as Teff,Aa = 20.5 ± 0.5 kK,
Teff,Ab = 18.5 ± 0.5 kK, log gAa = 3.97 ± 0.15, and log gAb =
4.13 ± 0.15. However, as noted in Sect. 3, these measurements as-
sumed a 2-star model. We therefore adopted Teff 21±1 kK and 19±1
kK for Aa and Ab (as in Sect. 3), and increased the uncertainty in
log g by 0.05 to account for the element of uncertainty introduced
by the B component.
Parameters were determined using a Monte Carlo algorithm,
by populating the Teff-log g diagram with randomly generated
points drawn from normal distributions in Teff and log g corre-
sponding to the value and uncertainty for each star’s parameters,
and then obtaining M∗, log L, and stellar ages t by linear inter-
polation between evolutionary tracks and isochrones, with radii
R∗/R =
√
(L/L)/(Teff/Teff,)4. Test points were accepted or re-
jected based on 3 criteria: 1) since the stars are presumably coeval,
the ages of the test points must match within log (t/yr) = 0.1; 2)
the mass ratio MAa/MAb of the test points must be within the uncer-
tainty of the value determined from the RV curves; 3) the combined
absolute magnitude MV of the system must be within the uncer-
tainty of the value determined from photometry. For the last two
criteria, in order to ensure approximately Gaussian distributions,
test points were compared to target values drawn from Gaussian
distributions in MAa/MAb = 1.19 ± 0.01 and MV = −2.65 ± 0.23.
The target value absolute V magnitude is MV = V − AV − µ,
where AV = 0.04 ± 0.04 is the extinction (Petit et al. 2013),
and µ = 5 log (d/pc) − 5 = 5.9 ± 0.2 is the distance modulus.
The distance d = 156+19−15 pc was obtained from the Hipparcos
parallax pi = 6.4 ± 0.7 mas (van Leeuwen 2007). To determine
MV for the test points, we first calculated bolometric magnitudes
Mbol = Mbol, − 2.5 log L/L, where Mbol, = 4.74. Bolomet-
ric corrections BC were then applied according to Teff and log g,
where we utilized the tabulated theoretical values calculated from
non-LTE model atmospheres by Lanz & Hubeny (2007), obtain-
ing BC = −1.95 ± 0.05 and −1.78 ± 0.05 for the primary and
secondary, respectively. The absolute magnitude of each compo-
nent is then MV = Mbol − BC, and the combined absolute mag-
nitude is MV,tot = −2.5 log (10−0.4MV,Aa + 10−0.4MV,Ab + 10−0.4MV,B ).
Since the atmospheric parameters of B are not well constrained,
and it is therefore not obvious what BC to use, rather than cal-
culating MV,B from Mbol we determined MV,B using the flux ratio
fB/( fB + fA) = 0.15 ± 0.1 found above in Sect. 3. fB was drawn
from a Gaussian distribution corresponding to the flux ratio, and
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Table 4. Interferometric observations from PIONIER/VLTI. The astromet-
ric error ellipse is given by its semi-major (emax) and semi-minor (emin)
axes, and the position angle of its major axis. PA and Sep are the position
angle and separation of the B with respect to the A component brightest in
H-band. PA is measured eastwards from North.
HJD Sep PA emin emax PAmax
−2450000 (mas) (◦) (mas) (mas) (◦)
6818.024 1.02 41.4 0.24 0.17 92
6818.155 1.03 39.2 0.21 0.15 168
6819.080 0.92 83.1 0.32 0.14 131
MV,B calculated from MV,A under the assumption that the flux ratio
is relatively flat between the blue and red BRITE filters.
The algorithm is terminated when 104 points have been ac-
cepted, at which point stellar parameters are determined from the
peaks of posterior Probability Density Functions (PDFs). The 2σ
density contours of the grids are shown in Fig. 4. The algorithm
finds MV,Aa = −2.0 ± 0.3 mag, MV,Ab = −1.4 ± 0.3 mag, MV,B =
−0.4±1.1 mag, Mbol,Aa = −4.1±0.3 mag, Mbol,Ab = −3.3±0.3 mag,
log LAa/L = 3.5±0.1, log LAb/L = 3.2±0.1, MAa = 7.6±0.4 M,
MAb = 6.4 ± 0.4 M, RAa = 4.3 ± 0.6 R, RAb = 3.5 ± 0.4 R, and
log (t/yr) = 7.45 ± 0.15.
The three panels of Fig. 4 also show the values and 2σ un-
certainties obtained from MCMC modeling of the photometric and
radial velocity variations for comparison, using both the full BRITE
dataset and the UBr dataset only. The surface gravities derived from
MCMC modeling overlap with those determined spectroscopically.
Luminosities are also approximately consistent with the values via
evolutionary models, although the Ab component’s MCMC lumi-
nosity is somewhat higher. The Aa component’s radius is compat-
ible with the MCMC value; however, the radius of the Ab com-
ponent is larger than the evolutionary model value. MCMC masses
are systematically higher than evolutionary model masses. Notably,
the masses and radii obtained from the UBr dataset alone overlap
with the evolutionary model parameters obtained for both stars.
5.3 Constraints from interferometry
We fit the interferometric observables of ε Lupi A with a binary
model. The individual diameters were forced to the expected ap-
parent size of 0.25 mas and 0.23 mas. However, the exact values
used have no significant impact on the results because these diam-
eters are unresolved even by the longest baseline of VLTI.
The remaining free parameters are the two coordinates of the
apparent separation vector (East and North, in units of mas) and the
flux ratio in H-band between the secondary and the primary. The
best fit is obtained for a flux ratio ( ABAA ) of 0.55 ± 0.09, considered
constant over the H-band. Note that the flux ratio is partially de-
generate with respect to the angular separation because the latter
is just barely larger than the angular resolution of the observations.
Inferred positions are summarized in Table 4.
The interferometric observations are too sparse to indepen-
dently recover all the orbital elements without additional con-
straints. Therefore, we impose all previously constrained param-
eters (M1,2, Porb, T0, e, ω, i) and adjust only the position angle of
the ascending node (Ω) and the parallax of the system (distance).
The latter is given by the ratio between the apparent size of the or-
bit constrained by interferometry, and the physical size of the orbit
imposed by the total mass and the period. The best fit apparent or-
bit is shown in Figure 5. The inferred parallax of 5.99 mas(no error
estimate available) is within 0.5 σ from the 6.37± 0.7 mas parallax
from Hipparcos.
To compare the H-band flux ratios with the luminosities de-
termined above, we converted the V-band absolute magnitudes de-
termined in Section 5.2 (MV = −1.6 and −2.1 for the secondary
and primary, respectively) to H-band absolute magnitudes using the
empirical main-sequence colour/effective temperature table pub-
lished by Pecaut & Mamajek (2013). The expected H-band abso-
lute magnitudes are, for the secondary and primary, −1.1 and −1.5,
yielding an H-band flux ratio of 0.65. The 10% difference between
this value and the interferometric flux ratio can easily be accounted
for by the uncertainties in the luminosity, as within this range the
H-band flux ratio can vary between 0.43 and 0.98.
5.4 Comparison of Results
It is clear that while there is some overlap, the evolutionary and bi-
nary models give different values for the main stellar parameters,
namely the masses and radii of the two components. While inter-
ferometric measurements should help us to identify which model is
more accurate, the number of such observations is simply insuffi-
cient. We are thus left with the unenviable task of trying to reconcile
these differences. As any real discrepancy would be extremely im-
portant to our knowledge of stellar evolution and magnetic fields, it
must be considered carefully.
The cause of the observed discrepancy in mass is largely due
to the value of the inclination. While the binary fit for the 3LCS
and 1LCS solutions prefer a value of around 19◦ and 20◦ respec-
tively, to achieve the masses and radii preferred by the evolutionary
models would require an inclination closer to 22◦. Therefore, we
adjusted the inclination, and concurrently the semi-major axis as
these two parameters are highly degenerate, keeping all other pa-
rameters fixed and found that we could find a reasonable by-eye
fit to both photometric and RV datasets at this inclination. This
is confirmed when examining the χ2 value corresponding to , as
this value is only slightly worse than for the best-fit model. How-
ever, the MCMC sampling considers this difference significant as
even when constraining the inclination to a small parameter space
around 22◦ during fitting it will try to converge to values outside of
this range.
Our ability to achieve a reasonable fit at 22◦ would seem to
imply that the discrepancies noted between the evolutionary and
binary methods are not significant. However, the fact that these two
methods converge to different values must be explored further. One
possible cause can be seen in the phased UBr light curve shown
in Fig. 3. Close inspection shows what appears to be an isolated
brightness maximum, around phase 1.45. Such coherent variability
in phase would not be unexpected in heartbeats due to the nature of
tidally excited oscillations (see Sect. 6.2). Whether this variability
is a sign of such oscillations or simply correlated noise, it could
have an effect on the binary fit. Unfortunately, while there are some
low-level signals present in the phased light curve, their removal
does not affect the residuals in any noticeable way. Since there is
no way to easily remove this variability, we instead focused on re-
moving the largest amplitude non-binary variability around phase
1.45. This could be artificially enhancing the width of the heart-
beat shape which will affect the inclination. Therefore, we cut out
a region 0.1 in phase around this peak in all three light curves and
tried the fitting procedure outlined in Sect. 5.1 on the adjusted data.
Despite these efforts the fit converged to roughly the same values.
While we believe that this variability is still the most likely source
of our discrepancy we have no way of quantifying this hypothesis
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with the data currently available. In Sect. 7, we will explore the ef-
fect that magnetism could have had on the system’s evolution and
whether such a discrepancy might legitimately be expected.
6 SEARCH FOR ADDITIONAL VARIABILITY
While binarity is the strongest source of photometric variability, it
is clear from Fig. 2 that there are likely other signals present. To
check the validity of these signals we first removed the binary vari-
ability. For the UBr data this is done by subtracting off a PHOEBE
simulation (see Sect. 5.1). As the SMEI transmission curve is
not available within the PHOEBE framework, we instead created
a template using the binned, phase-folded SMEI data which was
then subtracted from the original data. We then determined a point-
error-weighted frequency spectrum of the subtracted light curves
shown in Fig. 6. We are now able to explore these signals and their
likely causes.
6.1 Frequency Determination
Frequency determination first required selection of a significance
criterion. For this we chose the False Alarm Probability (FAP) as
outlined by Horne & Baliunas (1986). This denotes the probability
according to Gaussian statistics that a peak of a given height will
occur due to noise. In our case, we chose the significance threshold
such that in our data sample we expect less than one such peak to
be present. For the UBr dataset used in our frequency analysis this
equates to 0.016%, while for the SMEI data this is 0.00085%. The
amplitude of the peak corresponding to this FAP is not constant
across all frequencies because the noise floor is not constant. This is
especially true at frequencies at or below 1 d−1 which are of interest
for ε Lupi. We calculate the noise floor by fitting the power density
of the FS to the following function:
PD =
A
1 + (τ f )γ
+ c, (1)
where c is the constant white noise, A is the amplitude, τ is the char-
acteristic timescale associated with the signal, f is the frequency,
and γ is the power index (Gaulme et al. 2010). The FT along with
its noise floor and significance threshold is shown in Fig. 6.
The individual frequencies were determined using the stan-
dard pre-whitening procedure. This is an iterative fitting process
where the location of each peak is determined and then removed
by fitting the data using a sinusoidal fit corresponding to that fre-
quency, its phase and amplitude. This process is then repeated refit-
ting the sum of the sinusoids of all the determined peaks, allowing
all fitted parameters to vary, until no peak remains above the signif-
icance threshold. This resulted in 7 unique significant frequencies
which are given in Tab. 5 and Tab. 6. Of these, two frequencies f4
and f7 are likely instrumental. f4 is an integer number of the yearly
frequency from the orbital period, while f7 is an integer number of
yearly aliases from 5 c d−1. Of the remaining, f2, f3, and f6 appear
in both the UBr and SMEI datasets, though f6 is just below the de-
tection threshold in UBr. Finally, there are two frequencies f1 and
f5 which only appear in UBr, and SMEI respectively.
One common feature in heartbeat systems is the existence of
tidally excited oscillations (TEOs) which often appear at integer
factors of the orbital frequency. However, this phenomenon is no-
tably absent in ε Lupi. While there is one frequency which is close,
f1, the error bars are narrow enough to discount it from being an ex-
act multiple of the orbit. Moreover, this frequency is conspicuously
absent in the SMEI data. The lack of stability is important as tidally
excited oscillations are constant in phase, frequency and amplitude
on timescales of years (O’Leary & Burkart 2014; Guo et al. 2017).
The ramifications of this are discussed in more detail in Sect. 6.2.
Uytterhoeven et al. (2005) note a similar period to f1 in the equiv-
alent widths of the primary, so pseudo-synchronous rotation is a
distinct possibility.
For all other non-instrumental frequencies, it is reasonable to
suspect that they can be attributed to pulsation. To test this idea, an
evaluation of the pulsation constant Q = P
√
ρ/ρ is useful. While
we quote two models with decidedly different masses, the effect on
Q is negligible so we will focus on the stellar parameters for the
1LC model listed in Table 3. We pair these with the frequencies
listed in Table 6, ignoring those of instrumental origin. We derive
0.126 d< Q < 0.400 d for the primary, and 0.116 d< Q < 0.368 d
for the secondary. In the region of the HR Diagram where the com-
ponents of ε Lupi are located, two classes of pulsating stars can
be found, the β Cephei stars and the slowly pulsating B (SPB)
stars. The former pulsate in low-order pressure and mixed modes,
whereas the latter oscillate in gravity modes of longer period. This
pulsational behaviour translates into Q < 0.04 d for the β Cephei
stars (Stankov & Handler 2005), whereas the Q values for SPB stars
are considerably larger than that. For this reason we conclude that
the periodic signals present in the light curves suggest SPB-type
gravity modes. This result is in strong contrast to those of Uytter-
hoeven et al. (2005). However, their results are based largely on the
presence of a frequency at 10.36 d−1 of which there is no evidence
in our data. Interestingly, we both show evidence of a low ampli-
tude peak at 6.46 d−1, but since it is not significant in this work
or that of Uytterhoeven et al. (2005), it is impossible to speculate
further.
6.2 Tidally Excited Oscillations
TEOs are a common feature of heartbeat systems, and are of partic-
ular interest in ε Lupi. Recent work (Fuller et al. 2015; Stello et al.
2016; Cantiello et al. 2016; Lecoanet et al. 2017) has shown that
gravity waves cannot propagate in the presence of strong magnetic
fields, and hence standing gravity modes do not exist in strongly
magnetized stars. Hence, TEOs due to gravity modes may be sup-
pressed in ε Lupi; this is what we seek to determine here. To do this,
we compute expected TEO amplitudes in the absence of a magnetic
field to see if we should have observed TEOs in an equivalent non-
magnetic binary. We model TEOs in ε Lupi in the same manner
as Pablo et al. (2017) did for ι Orionis. We first construct stellar
models that are in the approximate range of the spectroscopic and
light curve modeling results from above. Here we examine a model
with primary mass M = 7.9 M and R = 5.3 R. We assume a ro-
tation period of 4 days, with a rotation axis aligned with the orbital
axis. As the stellar and spectroscopic models have some clear dis-
crepancies we have chosen a model which is optimistic in terms of
TEOs, as higher stellar masses or smaller radii as preferred by the
light curve modeling (see Table 3 predict TEO amplitudes lower
by a factor of ∼2. After creating stellar models, we computed their
gravity modes using GYRE (Townsend & Teitler 2013) and com-
puted their tidally forced amplitudes as described by Fuller (2017).
We only computed TEOs produced in the primary star; modes of
the secondary star are expected to have smaller amplitudes due to
its smaller radius and smaller contribution to the luminosity of the
system.
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Table 5. Significant Frequencies from UBr data of ε Lupi. Phase represents the shifted zero point of the fitted sinusoid for each frequency relative to an
arbitrary fixed point near the start of observations. FAP threshold is 0.016%. Errors were calculated from 10000 MCMC iterations.
Number Frequency (d−1) Amplitude (ppt) Phase FAP (%)
f1 0.44500 ± 0.00098 0.890.21−0.21 0.600.39−0.39 0.0026
f2 1.151 ± 0.012 0.670.22−0.45 0.00.27−0.09 0.0021
f3 2.504 ± 0.17 0.530.22−0.34 0.200.31−0.16 0.011
Table 6. Significant Frequencies from SMEI data of ε Lupi. Phase represents the shifted zero point of the fitted sinusoid for each frequency relative to an
arbitrary fixed point near the start of observations. FAP threshold is 0.00085%. Errors were calculated from 10000 MCMC iterations.
Number Frequency (d−1) Amplitude (ppt) Phase FAP (%)
f4 0.19172 ± 4 × 10−5 0.81 ± 0.16 0.70 ± 0.032 4.10 × 10−6
f2 1.15278 ± 5.3 × 10−5 0.63 ± 0.16 0.503 ± 0.042 < 1 × 10−10
f5 0.71985 ± 6 × 10−5 0.60 ± 0.16 0.895 ± 0.044 7.3 × 10−10
f3 2.50421 ± 6 × 10−5 0.56 ± 0.16 0.85 ± 0.05 < 1 × 10−10
f6 2.47154 ± 8 × 10−5 0.45 ± 0.16 0.93 ± 0.06 < 1 × 10−10
f7 4.9945 ± 2 × 10−4 0.33 ± 0.16 0.5 ± 0.1 0.00017
Figure 7 shows our predicted TEO amplitudes as a function
of frequency for ε Lupi. The shaded region shows where we ex-
pect 95% of TEOs to exist using the theory of Fuller (2017), which
accounts for the probability of resonantly excited modes.This the-
ory breaks down at frequencies below 2 and 4 times the orbital
frequency for m = 0 and m = 2 modes, respectively, where grav-
ity modes become traveling waves. However, we expect low TEO
amplitudes in this regime anyway. Figure 7 shows that TEOs are
expected to have amplitudes ∆L/L < 10−3 at all frequencies, and
that most TEOs should have amplitudes ∆L/L . 4 × 10−4 which is
below our detectability threshold. Hence, we do not expect to detect
TEOs in ε Lupi with the current dataset. However, if the detection
threshold can be decreased to ∆L/L ∼ 10−4, we might expect to
detect TEOs with frequencies f . 1.8 d−1.
As demonstrated by e.g. Pablo et al. (2017), we can also
use our TEO models to estimate the energy dissipation rate due
to TEOs. For ε Lupi, we estimate a circularization timescale of
∼ 2× 108 yr, longer than the ∼ 1.8× 107 yr age of the system based
on the stellar masses and radii. However, we estimate a pseudosyn-
chronization time scale of ∼ 4 Myr. These estimates are consistent
with the measured eccentricity of ε Lupi. They also suggest that
the spins of the stellar components may have been tidally pseu-
dosynchronized, although magnetic interactions could also poten-
tially contribute to this process. This will be discussed in the fol-
lowing section.
It is unlikely that we would be able to detect any potential
TEOs as they are predicted to be below our significance threshold.
Therefore, we are unable to provide any insight into the effect of
the magnetic field on TEOs. However, we do detect one anomalous
frequency f1 near the 2nd orbital harmonic. It is possible this is
an m = 0 tidally excited g-mode, a tidally excited r-mode (which
are not included in our calculations), a residual from an imperfect
lightcurve model, or an unrelated stellar pulsation. More data are
needed to reach a firm conclusion.
7 UNDERSTANDING INTERACTIONS WITHIN THE
SYSTEM
ε Lupi is the only short-period doubly-magnetic massive binary
currently known. Therefore, two dominant types of interactions
could be in play: tides (as has been discussed in the previous sec-
tion) and direct electromagnetic interactions between detected stel-
lar magnetic fields. In this work, we will not discuss the potential
interactions between the winds and the magnetospheres of the two
stars.
The key questions to answer for tidal and electromagnetic
interactions are: How do they compete? Do these mechanisms
allow us to understand the observed orbital eccentricity and
inclination, the rotation state of the components, and the observed
magnetic dipole orientations?
To answer these questions, we have to compute the order of
magnitude of the strength of each type of interaction. Very few
studies have simultaneously considered tidal and magnetic inter-
action forces and torques (King et al. 1990; Campbell 1997; Stru-
garek et al. 2017); moreover, they were focused on the specific case
of cataclysmic variables or close star-planet systems.
First, we assume that each stellar magnetic field can be mod-
eled outside the star as a dipolar field, a reasonable assumption for
supposed fossil fields (e.g. Braithwaite & Spruit 2004; Braithwaite
& Nordlund 2006; Duez & Mathis 2010), with its radial and colat-
itudinal components and amplitude respectively expressed as
Bi;r (r, θ) =
µ0
4pi









3 cos2 θ + 1
)1/2
, (2)
where r is the radius, θ the co-latitude, µ0 the magnetic permeabil-
ity of the vacuum (we work here in SI) andMi the magnetic dipolar
moment of the field of the i ≡ {1, 2}th stellar component. This al-







i = Bi (Ri, 0) , (3)
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where Ri is the radius of the ith star. The interaction energy between





























, Θi (with i ≡ {1, 2}) is the obliquity of ~Mi relative to
~e12, Θ12 = Θ2−Θ1 is their relative obliquity, and we have introduced
the orbital semi-major axis a to provide an order of magnitude for
r12. This is an approximation for an eccentric orbit such as that of
ε Lupi. However, this is sufficient to provide orders of magnitude.
The corresponding force is given by (see also King et al. 1990)
















On the other hand, the strength of the tidal force is given by (e.g.







Note that for each of the interaction forces, we focus on the
dependence on stellar quantities and on the distance between stars.
The angular dependences are filtered out to simplify the problem
and to derive order of magnitude estimates, which are sufficient for
our purpose.














where we express the orbital semi-major axis (a) as a function of
the orbital period (Porb) using Kepler’s third law
a =
[





Using the values for polar magnetic fields provided by Shultz et al.
(2015) (i.e. B1 = 600G and B2 = 900G), we obtain Rmag/tide ≈
5.29 × 10−12. Therefore, the electromagnetic interaction force is
very small compared to the tidal force. We conclude that the orbital
evolution of the system and the rotational evolution of its compo-
nents should be completely driven by tides 7.
It is also constructive to compare magnetic and tidal energies,
rather than magnetic/tidal forces. The characteristic energy of the
tidal interaction with the primary star (i.e., the potential energy in







The tidal interaction energy of the second star is the same with 1−2
subcripts reversed, and is the same order of magnitude for ε Lupi.












7 As pointed out in the previous section, stellar magnetic fields can modify
TEOs that would indirectly impact corresponding synchronization, align-
ment and circularization times (see also Wei 2016; Lin & Ogilvie 2018).
For ε Lupi, M1 ∼ M2, and equation 10 is larger by a factor ∼ a4/R41
compared to equation 7. However, equation 10 evaluates to ∼ 4 ×
10−6, and so magnetic effects are still dominated by tidal effects.
The sole direct impact of the electromagnetic interaction force
would therefore be on obliquities of the magnetic axes. In this
framework, the lowest stable energy state is the horizontal aligned
magnetic-spin configuration (→ →) (the arrows being here the
magnetic spins) for which Θ1 = Θ2 = Θ12 = 0 in Eq. 4 and
ε
mag
1−2 = −µ0/4pi (2M1M2) /r312. However, as pointed out by Shultz
et al. (2015), the obliquity of the field with respect to the rota-
tion axis in each star is assumed to be small. Therefore, if tides
have already contributed to align the rotation spins of the stars and
the orbital spin, the magnetic-field directions should be parallel.
In this configuration, the lowest-energy stable magnetic configura-
tion due to the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction force is vertical
anti-aligned magnetic fields (↑ ↓), where Θ1 = pi/2, Θ2 = −pi/2,
Θ12 = −pi, and εmag1−2 = −µ0/4pi (M1M2) /r312 (see Eq. 4) , which
corresponds well to ε Lupi observations.
8 DISCUSSION & FUTUREWORK
In this work we have provided an in-depth analysis of the ε Lupi
system. For the first time, we have found spectroscopic evidence
of a tertiary component (ε Lupi B) which has heretofore escaped
notice due to its large rotational velocity. We were also able to de-
termine empirically the fundamental parameters of both Aa and Ab
despite both a low system inclination and modest eccentricity. This
is a testament to just how valuable heartbeat systems can be in the
understanding of massive stars, where fundamental parameters are
difficult to come by.
The modest binary variability, however, is at the limit of what
is possible with the BRITE satellites and is likely the cause for
the discrepancy in parameter values seen when compared to stel-
lar evolution models. This is further confirmed by our analysis of
magnetic interactions in this system. As these are small compared
to tidal effects, the evolutionary history of this system should be
similar to other non-magnetic binary systems.
The one caveat to this statement is the presence, or absence,
of tidally excited gravity modes. Recent work has shown that grav-
ity modes are suppressed in stars with sufficiently strong magnetic
fields (Fuller et al. 2015; Stello et al. 2016; Cantiello et al. 2016;
Lecoanet et al. 2017). Similar to the 5 M model of Cantiello et al.
(2016), a magnetic field with a radial component Br ∼> 105 G near
the core, or Br ∼> 3 × 103 G just under the stellar surface of the
primary of ε Lupi would be sufficient to suppress g modes with
frequencies of 1 d−1. The definitive presence or absence of TEOs
would allow us to constrain the internal magnetic field strength as
well as providing an important test of the aforementioned theories.
We do not detect any unambiguous signatures of tidally ex-
cited g modes in our photometry. However, Figure 7 shows that
these tidally excited g modes are expected to have amplitudes less
than ∆L/L . 3 × 10−4, just below our detection threshold. Hence,
the absence of observed g modes cannot currently be used to con-
strain the subsurface magnetic fields of the components of ε Lupi.
However, a slighly better photometric precision of ∆L/L ∼ 5×10−5
would be sufficient to detect or rule out the presence of tidally ex-
cited g modes in ε Lupi. While data from TESS should have the
precision necessary (Ricker et al. 2015), unfortunately ε Lupi falls
into a sector gap and will not observed. We will therefore have to
wait for other missions such as PLATO to further our understand-
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ing of the role magnetism plays in stellar evolution as ε Lupi is a
special system that can be exploited to this end.
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Figure 1. LSD intensity profiles extracted from ESPaDOnS data (black cir-
cles) and fit with a 3-component model (lines).
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Figure 2. Point-error-weighted FS of the full, unfiltered, UBr dataset of
ε Lupi. The largest peak occurs at 0.219 d−1, the orbital frequency of the
binary.
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Figure 3. In the left column are phased light curves (black dots) from the three BRITE data sets, each binned in phase increments of ≈ 0.03, to make the
heartbeat phenomenon more apparent. In the right column are the primary (black dots) and secondary (green diamonds) for each of the three RV datasets.
Overlaid on each of the 6 plots is the best fit simulation (red) to each dataset. T0 is calculated with respect to the value in Table 3. Since there is significant
apsidal motion in this system, T0 does not reflect periastron for all datasets.
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Figure 4. Stellar parameters from spectroscopy and evolutionary models. In each panel the solid black line shows the ZAMS; the dot-dashed black line
shows the TAMS; dashed black lines show evolutionary tracks; dotted black lines show isochrones, in intervals of log (t/yr) = 0.2, from 7.0 to 7.6. Solid
contours show the 2σ Monte Carlo point density (see text); Aa parameters are shown in red, Ab in blue. Parameters obtained from MCMC modeling of the
full BRITE dataset are shown by the solid red circle (Aa) and solid blue square (Ab), with the dashed contours indicating the 2σ uncertainties. Open symbols
and dot-dashed contours are the parameters and uncertainties determined from the UBr dataset alone.
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Figure 5. Motion of the secondary around the primary as spatially resolved
by our PIONIER observations. The orbit is given by the solid line with the
label on each error ellipse representing the MJD of the observation. The
periastron of the secondary is represented by a filled symbol and the line of
nodes by a dashed line.
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Figure 6. Discrete point-error weighted FS of data from the BRITE UBr satellite (top) and SMEI satellite (bottom) with binary variability removed. In each
plot there are lines indicating the noise floor (grey) and the significance threshold (red).
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Figure 7. Tidal model of ε Lupi showing predicted amplitudes of tidally ex-
cited oscillations as a function of frequency. Blue circles and red squares are
m = 2 and m = 0 modes, respectively. Shaded areas of the corresponding
colour denote where we expect 95 % of tidally excited oscillations to occur.
We only plot the contribution from the primary star, as the secondary is ex-
pected to contribute at lower amplitudes. Comparison with Figure 6 shows
that we expect most tidally excited oscillations to lie below our detection
threshold.
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